**SECRET**

**INDEX SEARCH AND ZO1 CONSOLIDATION REQUEST**

**TO:** TURG, 194600

**FROM:** TURG

**DATE:** 20 SEP 677

**RECEIVED:** 04 SEP 677

**REQUESTER:**

**DATE:** 20 SEP 677

**INITIALS:**

**NO. OF RECORDS NUMBERED:**

**INVESTIGATOR'S NOTES:**

**SEARCH INSTRUCTIONS (TO IP/INDEX):**

**SUBJECT OF INDEX SEARCH:**

**SURNAME:** HEMING

**FIRST NAME:** Gerald Patrick

**OCCUPATIONS:**

**AKA, ALIASES:**

**OCCUPATIONS NOT FOUND IN FILES:**

**RESULTS OF IP/INDEX SEARCH:**

**INDEX RECORDS ATTACHED:**

**INDEX RECORDS OF WHICH MAY PERTAIN TO THE SUBJECT OF THE SEARCH:**

**COMMENTS:**

**REQUEST NO./DATE/TIME:** 1977 SEP - 2 ANO: 26

**201 CONSOLIDATION INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE:**

---

**SECRET**

**E2 INDEX CL BY 00409**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>INITIALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TURG</td>
<td>TURG</td>
<td>20 SEP 677</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**REQUESTER:**

**DATE:** 20 SEP 677

**INITIALS:**

**NO. OF RECORDS NUMBERED:**

**INVESTIGATOR'S NOTES:**

**SEARCH INSTRUCTIONS (TO IP/INDEX):**

**SUBJECT OF INDEX SEARCH:**

**SURNAME:** HEMING

**FIRST NAME:** Gerald Patrick

**OCCUPATIONS:**

**AKA, ALIASES:**

**OCCUPATIONS NOT FOUND IN FILES:**

**RESULTS OF IP/INDEX SEARCH:**

**INDEX RECORDS ATTACHED:**

**INDEX RECORDS OF WHICH MAY PERTAIN TO THE SUBJECT OF THE SEARCH:**

**COMMENTS:**

**REQUEST NO./DATE/TIME:** 1977 SEP - 2 ANO: 26

**201 CONSOLIDATION INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE SIDE:**

---
HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
201-309125
SEX M DOB ?
100-009-014
DIA -25639
11 NOV 63
PI
CIT ?
OCC ?
CONTINUES TO BE THE UNOFFICIAL COR OF AMERICAN ADVENTURERS OF INDIAN ORIGIN. HE USUALLY RESIDES ON JUST ISLAND, MIAMI RIVER.

#019

HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
201-309125
SEX M DOB ?
100-009-014
DIA -25639
06 DEC 62
PI
CIT ?
OCC ?
RE SUBJ ARREST AND ASSOCIATES, DEC 62.

#019

HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
201-309125
SEX M DOB ?
100-009-014
DIA -25639
05 JUL 62
PI
CIT ?
OCC ?
A SOLDIER OF FORTUNE, INVOLVED IN ANTI-CUBAN ACTIVITIES AT MIAMI, FLORIDA, IN JULY 62, ATTEMPTED TO ARREST THE MIAMI POLICE IN THE EVERGALLES, MIAMI BEACH, JUL 62.

HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
201-309125
SEX M DOB ?
100-009-014
DIA -25639
05 JUL 62
PI
CIT ?
OCC ?
ATHLETIC MAN OF THE WORKING CLASS, LIVING IN MIAMI, FLORIDA, 1962. CONTACTED DAVID JUNIORS, VICEROY STREET, MIAMI, WHO IS A CUBAN NATIONAL, INTERESTED IN CUBAN REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITY AND HAS A SMALL GROUP OF FOLLOWERS AMONG
HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
SEX M DOB 2
CIT USA
OCC 7
A USA, FLA., MIAMI
HAS HISTORY OF ANTI CASTRO ACTS
RECRUITMENT OF CUBAN EXILES IN MIAMI FLORIDA
TO ASSIST GEN ANTONIO IMBERT BARRERAS; HEAD
OF THE LOYALIST FORCES IN THE DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
SEX M DOB 2
CIT USA
OCC 7
A USA, FLA., MIAMI
RECRUITMENT OF CUBAN EXILES BY ATON CONSTANZO
PALAU TO JOIN RANKS OF FORCES OF GEN IMBERT
AND GEN WESSIN Y. WESSIN

HEMMING, GERALD PATRICK
SEX M DOB 2
CIT USA
OCC 7
A USA, FLA., MIAMI
ALLEGED READINESS OF GROUP CUBAN EXILES AND
NORTH AMERS TO BE TRANSPORTED TO OR TO JOIN
THE RANKS OF GEN ANTONIO IMBERT BARRERAS,
AN AMER ADVENTURER AND SOLDIER-OF-FORTUNE.
HEMMING, Gerald Patrick

(201-309125)

Cuba

Subj is head of the Intercontinental Penetration Force, an anti-Castro group. During the past 2 yrs, Subj has visited the majority of the Cuban refugee leaders in Miami and has offered the services of his group and requested financial contributions. In Dec 1962, Subj and several mbrs of his group were arrested by U.S. Customs.

(563-35199, 12 Mar 63)

HEMMING, Jerry Patrick

See CSCI-3/774, 255, 12 Jan 63

(563-6059, 4 Oct 62)